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STEREO SPEAKERS AWARDS 2016

BEST STANDMOUNT £1500+
ATC SCM19 £2000
Despite the numerical leap. the
SCM19s are the next step up from the
SCMlls (the number refers to the
internal volume. in litres. of the cabinets).
But size isn't where the differences end. The
mid/bass driver is the company's h ighly
developed 15cm unit. which has served in

its premium stand mounts for decades. Sitting
above it is a higher·spec version of the SCMll's
25mm soft·dome tweeter. which was made
in·house - quite an achievement for a small firm.
The upshot is quick to reveal itself as we put
the SCM 19s to work - they're a significant step

up in every sonic sense.

Convincing
Playing Johann
Johannsson'sA
Model ofthe
Universe reminds
us why these
speakers are taking
home their second
consecutive Award.
The natural and
nuanced way they
render the varying
intensity of piano
keys and guitar
strums justifies the
extra outlay over
their sibling.
Leading and
trailing edges of
notes are crisply

defined without sounding artificially hyped. and
the airtight presentation is as tonally convincing
as it is dynamically spellbinding.

Real clincher
We also like the SCMl9s' ability to render a
large·scale soundstage and remain stable even
as the piece's complexity increases.
Moving onto Prince's Love shows these
boxes like to party - and that's the real clincher.
They deliver the song's relentless rhythmic
momentum with enthusiasm. kicking hard at
the low end while delivering the drum machines

with attack and determination.
Prince's vocals are handled in a crisp and
articulate manner too. and that's balanced with
a fine sense of body and natural warmth.
These ATCs are analytical yet never sound
clinical o r passion Jess. They remain transparent
to the original recording and system e lectronics.
And when it comes to insight and honesty. we
haven't heard any better for the money.

ght presentation is
on llYJ convincing as it is
Clyn mically spellbinding"

BEST FLOORSTANDER UNDER £500
TANNOY ECLIPSE 3 £300
Budget floorstanders have been
absent as an Award category for some
time. There just haven't been any we
could recommend without hesitation - most
that enter our test rooms sound bloated and
un\Yieldy next to their smaller stand mount
siblings. despite offering more bass.
So we're pleased to report Tannoy's Eclipse
Three are anomalies. turning in a musicaUy
engaging performance t hat compares with the
best standmount speakers at the price.

Delivering venom
They're solidly built and have a neat Black Oak
veneer finish - but the relatively ordinary look
offers no hint of t he sonic excellence to come.
The batne is top·heavy. with three drivers
on shO\V, but from an electrical point of view
these are two-way speakers. The pair of 13cm
coated-pulp mid/ bass units cross over to the
28mm woven·polyester dome tweeter at 3.2kHz
- a little higher than we normally see.

150 t the sonic excellence"

Attaching the plinths gives the 96cm-tall
towers greater stability. Giving them a little
room to breathe (they don't take kindly to
sidewalls or corners) stabilises the bass. which
comes through thick and fast in The Naked and
F'amous's All of This. The Tannoys have the
agility. articulacy and. importantly. the venom to
deliver the upbeat rhythmic track with plenty of
snap. There's also enough refinement at the top
end to prevent t hings turning overly harsh.
We switch to Holst's Jupiter and the scale and
handling of huge dynamic swings is just as
impressive. Loosening your pursestrings to the
Q Acoustics 3050 (£500) will get you more
low·end reach. insight a nd a uthority. but at
BOO we haven't heard any rival do better.
We're pleased by the Tannoys' ability to
organise detail. even when things get complex.
They hold onto instrumental strands and keep
things composed even as volume levels rise.

Unfussy nature
While not the most tonally pure. they're at least
well balanced and smooth enough to work well
with a wide range of kit. and that unfussy nature
is essential for budget speakers.
Enjoyable. informative and easy to
accommodate. What more could you want?

At t his price, we haven't
heard a nval better than
the Tannoy Echpse 3s
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